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Abstract—Over the course of the last decade, there have been
several improvements in the performance of Boolean Satisfia-
bility (SAT), Integer Linear Programming (ILP) and Pseudo-
Boolean Optimization (PBO) solvers. These improvements have
encouraged the applications of SAT, ILP and PBO techniques
in modeling complex engineering problems. One such problem
is the Virtual Machine Consolidation. The Virtual Machine Con-
solidation problem consists in placing a set of virtual machines
in a set of hardware in a way to increase workload on hard-
ware where they can operate more energy-efficient. This paper
proposes an improved PBO formulation of the Virtual Machine
Consolidation problem, PBFVMC. The improved formulation
and enhancements are built on top of a previous work and a
new set of constraints is created and rationalized to work more
friendly with current PBO solvers. It is observed that this new
formulation goes a step ahead and more problems can now be
solved.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) and
Integer Linear Programming (ILP) solvers have improved
significantly through the introduction of new intelligent algo-
rithms that allowed the solvers to handle a wider ranger of
challenging and real-world problems.

Within these advances it has come an interest to apply real-
world problems to generic SAT,PBO and ILP solvers. One such
problem is the Virtual Machine Consolidation (VMC) problem
in a Cloud Computing infraestructure.

Cloud Computing is a recent paradigm of distributed com-
puting that offers virtualized resources and services over the
Internet [1], [2]. Using Cloud Computing is possible to offer
a pool of easily usable and accessible virtualized resources.
These resources can be dynamically reconfigured to adjust to
a variable load (scale), allowing also for an optimum resource
utilization. This pool of resources is typically exploited by
a pay-per-use model in which guarantees are offered by the
Infrastructure Provider by means of customized SLAs [3].

One of the service models offered by Clouds is Infra-
structure-as-a-Service (IaaS) in which virtualized resources are
provided as virtual machine (VM). With VMs, users obtain
a personalized and isolated execution environment to execute
applications. A VM also uses virtualized resources such virtual
CPU, virtual RAM, virtual network and virtual storage devices.

Many Cloud providers use a large data center with a huge
amount of physical resources (server, disks, wired networks)
to offer IaaS. Unfortunately, most of large data center usage
ranges from 5% to 10% of capacity on average. In order
to maximize the resources utilization a IaaS Cloud provider
can apply server consolidation technique [4], [5], [6]. Server
consolidation is a technique to reallocate VMs, distributed on
many physical servers, on less amount of physical servers.
Usually physical servers have capacity to run many VMs at
the same time.

A server consolidation can increase workloads on servers
from 50% to 85% where they can operate more energy
efficiently [7] and, in some cases, a consolidation can save
75% of energy [8]. Reallocating virtualized resources allow to
shutdown physical servers, reducing cooling costs, headcount,
hardware management and energy consumption costs.

To maximize Cloud data center usage, an optimal VM
consolidation has been topic of research in Cloud Computing.
There are several works [4], [5], [6], [9], [10] that pursues an
optimal resource utilization. In addition to these approaches
this paper revisits a previous work [10] that models Virtual
Machine consolidation to Pseudo-Boolean constraints and re-
work all the constraints in order to create a better formula
that will take into consideration the limitation of available
Pseudo-Boolean solvers and generate a more friendly formula
to achieve better results.

We perform our experiments using data from the Google
Cluster project which is a trace of real-life scenario. The results
show that is possible to decrease the amount of variables in
50% and it is possible to execute huge sets of VM instances.

This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we present
background information on SAT and PBO and related work.
Section III revisits our previous work and is followed by
section IV where we discuss the modifications and additions
made to achieve a better formulation. In section V we evaluate
the proposed approach using data from real scenario. Finally,
in section VI we present conclusion and future work.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Pseudo-Boolean Optimization

Pseudo-Boolean Optimization involves minimizing or max-
imizing a function subject to certain constraints where the



optimal function and constraints are in Pseudo-Boolean con-
straints.

A Pseudo-Boolean function in a straightforward definition
is a function that maps Boolean values to a real number.
The term pseudo-Boolean is given to these functions that
are not Boolean but remain very close to Boolean func-
tions [11], [12], [13]. In a Pseudo-Boolean (PB) formula,
variables have Boolean domains and constraints, known as
PB constraints [13], are linear inequalities with integral co-
efficients. In PB Optimization, a cost function is added to a
PB formula.

PB functions are a very rich subject of study since numer-
ous problems can be expressed as the problem of optimizing
the value of a PB function. PB constraints offer a more expres-
sive and natural way to express constraints than clauses and
yet, this formalism remains close enough to the Satisfiability
(SAT) [11], [12] problem to benefit from the recent advances
in SAT solving.

Simultaneously, PB solvers benefit from the huge ex-
perience in Integer Linear Programming (ILP) and, more
specifically, 0-1 programming. This is particularly true when
optimization problems are considered. Inference rules allow
to solve problems polynomially when encoded with PB con-
straints while resolution of the problem encoded with clauses
requires an exponential number of steps. PB constraints appear
as a compromise between the expressive power of the formal-
ism used to represent a problem and the difficulty to solve the
problem in that formalism [13].

A detailed description of modern SAT solver, maximum
satisfiability and Pseudo-Boolean optimization can be found,
respectively in [11], [12], [13].

B. Related work

Advances in virtualization technology allowed migration of
VMs or entire virtual execution environment across physical
resources. It also allowed a VM consolidation which has
been investigated with different aspects [14], [8], [15] such
performance of VM, energy consumption, costs of resource
and costs of migration.

Optimal VM consolidation has been explored and solved
using Linear Programming formulation [6], [9] and Distributed
Algorithms [4] approaches.

Ferreto et. al. [6] presents a Linear Programming formu-
lation and add constraints to control VM migration on VM
consolidation process. The migration control constraints use
CPU and memory to avoid worst performance when migration
occurs.

Binary Integer Program (BIP) Bossche et. al. [9] propose
and analyze a Binary Integer Programming (BIP) formula-
tion of cost-optimal computation to schedule VMs in Hydrid
Clouds. The formulation uses CPU and memory constraints
and the optimization is solved by Linear Programming.

III. EXISTING PB FORMULATION OF THE

CONSOLIDATION PROBLEM

The goal of our problem is to deploy K VMs
{vm1 . . . vmK} inside N hardware {hw1 . . . hwN} while

minimizing the total number of active hardware. Each VM
vmi has an associated need such as number of VCPU and
amount of VRAM needed while each physical hardware hwj

has an amount of available resources, number of CPU and
available RAM.

In our previous work[10] it was proposed a formulation of
the consolidation problem using PB constraints to take advan-
tage of the advances of the PB solvers and many techniques
that were aggregated to PB solvers from SAT solvers and, to
the best of our knowledge, it is the only contribution to this
problem using a formulation that is dispatched to a PB solver.

This formulation has 6 types of constraints which led to
(2×N+2×N×K) variables and (2+2×N+K) constraints,
where N and K represents the number of available hardware
and virtual machines, respectively. This formulation is quite
compact but on the other hand is very hard to a PB solver
since the biggest formula that we could prove satisfiable in a
14400 seconds of time limit was a formula with 128 hardware
and 1277 virtual machines and the best optimal proved was a
formula with only 32 hardware and 98 virtual machines.

The formulation of our previous work is provided below:

In order to create the PB Constraints each hardware con-
sists of two variables, one that relates hwi to the amount of
RAM hwr

i and one that relates to the amount of CPU hw
p
i .

Per hardware, a VM has 2 variables, one to relate the VM vmj

required amount of VRAM vmr
j to the hardware hwi amount

of RAM hwr
i , denoted as vmr·hwi

j . The another variable relate

the required VCPU vm
p
j to the amount of CPU available hw

p
i ,

denoted as vm
p·hwi

j . The total amount of VM variables is 2×N
variables.

A hardware is considered ON when its hwr
i and hw

p
i are

True, otherwise it is OFF.

minimize :

N
∑

i=1

hwi (1)

N
∑

i=1

Rhwi
· hwr

i ≥

K
∑

j=1

Rvmj
(2)

N
∑

i=1

Phwi
· hwp

i ≥

K
∑

j=1

Pvmj
(3)

∀ i ∈ 1..N

(

K
∑

j=1

Rvmj
· vmr·hwi

j ≤ Rhwi

)

(4)

∀ i ∈ 1..N

(

K
∑

j=1

Pvmj
· vmp·hwi

j ≤ Phwi

)

(5)

∀j ∈ 1..K

(

N
∑

i=1

vm
p·hwi

j · vmr·hwi

j · hwp
i · hw

r
i = 1

)

(6)

The objective function is the summation of the ON servers.
Constraints (2) and (3) guarantee the the necessary amount



of ON resources are enough to power all the VMs. To limit
the upper bound of hardwares, constraints (4) and (5) are the
upper limit of the resources each hardware can provide. Finally
constraint (6) guarantees that the VM is running in exactly one
hardware. Due to the non-linear nature of this constraint, it is
implicitly defined that if a VM is running on a hardware, this
hardware must be ON.

As noted at the beginning of this section, this formulation
is very compact and it is possible to achieve this succinctness
because it is a non-linear formula where constraint 6 has a
sum of four multiplication.

IV. PROPOSED PB FORMULATION

This paper proposes a PB formulation that modifies the
previous formulation in the past section to new set where it
can be more comparable to a Pigeon Hole formulation than to a
Bin Packing formulation. This model improves on weaknesses
present in previous PB Formulation [10]. From now we will
refer this new formulation as PBFVMC.

Previous formulation were more comparable to a Bin Pack-
ing problem, specially on the constraint (6). The PBFVMC
acts more like a Pigeon Hole formulation, with a special
hole (hardware) that can handle more than one pigeon (virtual
machines) limited to the amount of resource available (RAM
and CPU) in each hole (hardware).

A. Proposed Base Model

Most of the structure defined in [10] and recalled in
section III, are kept. All the pseudo-boolean variables that were
associated to the RAM (and VRAM) and CPU (and VCPU),
before named, hwr

i (and vmr
j ) and hw

p
i (and vm

p
j ) are now

merged as hwi for hardware and vmj for virtual machines.

That said, our new formulation contains the following
variables:

- N : Total number of available hardware (hw);
- K : Total number of virtual machines (VM);
- hwi : Hardware i ∈ N ;
- vmhwi

j : Virtual Machine j ∈ K that runs in hwi;

A hardware is considered ON when hwi is True, otherwise
it is OFF.

Although there is no separation between the pseudo-
boolean variable that is related to the amount of RAM and
processing power each VM has one variable that relates it to
a running hardware. That said this new formulation contains
(N +N ×K) variables.

Our constraints are defined as follows:

minimize :

N
∑

i=1

hwi (7)

N
∑

i=1

Rhwi
· hwi ≥

K
∑

j=1

Rvmj
(8)

N
∑

i=1

Phwi
· hwi ≥

K
∑

j=1

Pvmj
(9)

∀i ∈ 1..N

(

K
∑

j=1

(Rvmj
· ¬vmhwi

j ) +Rhwi
· hwi ≥

K
∑

j=1

Rvmj

)

(10)

∀i ∈ 1..N

(

K
∑

j=1

(Pvmj
· ¬vmhwi

j ) + Phwi
· hwi ≥

K
∑

j=1

Pvmj

)

(11)

∀ j ∈ 1..K

(

N
∑

i=1

vmhwi

j ≥ 1

)

(12)

∀ j ∈ 1..K

(

N
∑

i=1

¬vmhwi

j ≥ N − 1

)

(13)

The objective function is the summation of the ON servers.
Inequalities constraints (8) and (9) guarantees that the sum-
mation of memory and processing power of the powered ON
servers fit the needs to power all virtual machines. Constraints
(10) and (11) are the upper limit on the total resources each
hardware may provide in relation to the virtual machines that
may run on this hardware. Constraint (12) states that a virtual
machine must be running in some hardware. Constraint (13)
ensures that the virtual machine is running in exactly one
hardware.

This new formulation generates (2 + 2 × N + 2 × K)
constraints and (N+N×K) variables which has only K more
constraints than previous formulation and half of the variables.

B. Discussion on new formulation

The proposed formulation is an improvement from previous
as the amount of variables were cut in half and this is good for
the solver since the search space is smaller now, and the most
important difference is that we no longer maintain non-linear
constraints.

Non-linear constraints, as seen in constraint (6) are very
hard to solve and most, if no all, solvers translate non-linear
constraints into an equivalent linear instance. This is easily
done, as seen on [13], but many methods introduce a significant
number of auxiliary variables, increasing the search space
causing a direct impact on the running time, specially when
running against formulas with higher N and K values.

Constraints (10) and (11) are just an algebraic manipulation
of constraints (4) and (11), reworked in a way to include the
variables hwi on the left side of the constraint to dictate that
the hwi must be on if some of the vmhwi

j are running on
this server, after that the constraints are normalized in a way
that all coefficients are non-negative and the relational operator
becomes ≥.

Constraints (12) and (13) represents the constraint (6)
resembling a CNF-Pigeon Hole formulation instead of a
Bin Packing formulation. While Bin Packing formulation are
strictly written in a summation that equals one as constraint
(6), a Pigeon Hole formulation, on the other side, is easily done
with clauses leading to (n+1) clauses, where n is the number
of holes, saying that a pigeon has to be placed in some hole as



shown in (14), and then for each hole we have a set of clauses
ensuring that only one single pigeon is placed into that hole,
and it is defined as constraint (15). The problem on using this
formulation is that the number of clauses increases rapidly as
the number of pigeons grow, and this is more critical within
our problem as we may have thousands of virtual machines in
hundreds of hardware, and this notation becomes really hard
to use. In order to reduce the size we strength the formula
by the strengthening preprocess where these clauses will be
rewritten in one PB constraint.

∀ j ∈ 1..K

(

N
∑

i=1

vmhwi

j ≥ 1

)

(14)

∀ j, i, k ∈ 1..K, 1..N, i+ 1..K (¬vmhwi

j + ¬vmhwi

k ) ≥ 1
(15)

1) Strengthening Formula: Dixon [16], [17], [18], rescues
the discussion on taking advantage of advances in operations
research techniques to preprocess formulas, in special it dis-
cussed how strengthening can be applied to pseudo-boolean
constraints directly.

Strengthening is a method where a literal, or a set of literals
are fixed a value and then a propagation is applied to the
formula. Some assumptions will cause some constraints to
become oversatisfied, i.e. suppose that after setting a literal, l0
to true, we discover that a constraint c is given by

∑

wili ≥ r
becomes oversatisfied by an amount s in that the sum of the
left hand side is greater (by s) than the amount required bu the
right hand side of the inequality. The oversatisfied constraint
c can now be replaced by the following:

s · ¬l0 +
∑

wili ≥ r + s (16)

As proved in [16], if l0 is true, we know that
∑

wili ≥
r + s, so (16) holds. If l0 is false, then s · ¬l0 = s and we
still must satisfy the original constraint

∑

wili ≥ r, so (16)
still holds. The new constraint implies the original one, so
no information is lost in the replacement. The power of this
method is that it allows us to build more complex axioms from
a set of simple ones. The strengthened constraint will often
subsume some or all of the constraints involved in generating
it.

In the case of a pigeon hole formulation, constraint (15)
will be strengthened and will subsume all constraints (15),
which will be replaced by constraint (13), generating a smaller
and richer set of constraints, taking advantage of all the
power pseudo-boolean provides and yet keeping with linear
and normalized constraints.

V. EXPERIMENTS

For the implementation and evaluation of the PB Con-
straints, we wrote a simple program that reads the amount of
physical hardware followed by its amount of RAM and CPU,
the amount of VM and its requirements of virtual memory
(VRAM) and virtual processing power (VCPU), and solved the
formula using open source PB solver/optimizer Sat4j-PB [19],
SCIP [20] and BSOLO [21].

Our experiments were executed on a Intel Xeon 2.1GHz
with 256GB of memory and our PB consolidation formulation
is applied against the Google Cluster Data Project workloads.

We also used a subset of workloads to see the progress
on the use of different amount of VM or tasks. A subset of
workload is the larger subset of VMs or tasks which sum
of VCPU or VRAM requirements does not exceed σ percent
of sum of physical servers CPU or RAM capacities. In this
experiment we assume σ equals to 25%, 50%, 75%, 85%,
90%, 95%, 98%, and 99%. Although we ran all tests with
various solvers, only the results of the SAT4J-PB are shown
since this solver was the one that had the best performance
overall the formulas.

A. Google Cluster Data Project

Google Cluster Data 1 is a Google project to intend for
the distribution of data about workloads running on Google
Cluster. The workloads contain data traces about 12k hard-
ware describing events and resource capacity of each server.
The traces also describes around 132k tasks workloads with
respective resource requirements.

Due to the time constraints we selected five subsets of
hardware. The sizes of each subset are 32, 64, 128, 256, 512
hardware. For each size of subset hardware, we used the before
subset of workload to perform experiments. Table I shows
the amount of hardware, virtual hardware and the size of the
formulas in the previous formulation and PBFVMC.

As a result, table II shows time results for the set of
formulas explained above. For each instance a time limit of
14400 seconds was given. When the solver runs out of time
limit and does not find any solution it is show a Time Limit
Exceeded (TLE), formulas that timed out in both formulations
are omitted. When the solver proved optimum result it is shown
in bold the time of the optimum time with the value of the
objective function. When the solver could find an satisfiable
assignment but could not prove optimum result it is show in
normal font the time that the best solution was found and the
best value of the objective function. Table III shows the time
spent by the solver to find a satisfiable assignment.

Running these experiments over the new proposed formula-
tion can be noticed a great break through, while with previous
formulation couldn’t solve most of the formulas with 128
hardware and just half of the formulas with 64 hardware, on
top the new formulation most of the formulas with 32 hardware
could be proven optimum in less than 1000s and most of the
formulas up to 512 hardware could be proven SATISFIABLE,
which are 4 times bigger than the bigger formula solved with
the previous formulation. Also table III shows that most of
the formulas could be proven satisfiable in under 200s. This
represents that the solver used most of the time is to optimize
the formula, while in the previous formulation most formulas
could not be proven satisfiable.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented an enhanced VM consolidation model
using an artificial intelligence based on Pseudo-Boolean (PB)

1http://code.google.com/p/googleclusterdata/



TABLE I: Comparison of the size of the formulas from the previous and PBFVMC formulation to the problem. Table shows
workloads of 25%, 50%, 75%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 98% and 99% for the subsets of 32, 64, 128, 256 and 512 hardware.

Previous PBFVMC

HW VMS Vars Constr Vars Constr

hw32-vm25p 98 6336 164 3168 262

hw32-vm50p 173 11136 239 5568 412

hw32-vm75p 278 17856 344 8928 622

hw32-vm85p 320 20544 386 10272 706

hw32-vm90p 325 20864 391 10432 716

hw32-vm95p 348 22336 414 11168 762

hw32-vm98p 364 23360 430 11680 794

hw32-vm99p 366 23488 432 11744 798

hw64-vm25p 174 22400 304 11200 478

hw64-vm50p 371 47616 501 23808 872

hw64-vm75p 559 71680 689 35840 1248

hw64-vm85p 629 80640 759 40320 1388

hw64-vm90p 665 85248 795 42624 1460

hw64-vm95p 707 90624 837 45312 1544

hw64-vm98p 712 91264 842 45632 1554

hw64-vm99p 713 91392 843 45696 1556

Previous PBFVMC

HW VMS Vars Constr Vars Constr

hw128-vm25p 368 94464 626 47232 994

hw128-vm50p 713 182784 971 91392 1684

hw128-vm75p 1048 268544 1306 134272 2354

hw128-vm85p 1155 295936 1413 147968 2568

hw128-vm90p 1277 327168 1535 163584 2812

hw128-vm95p 1321 338432 1579 169216 2900

hw128-vm98p 1368 350464 1626 175232 2994

hw128-vm99p 1410 361216 1668 180608 3078

hw256-vm25p 712 365056 1226 182528 1938

hw256-vm50p 1407 720896 1921 360448 3328

hw256-vm75p 2119 1085440 2633 542720 4752

hw256-vm85p 2372 1214976 2886 607488 5258

hw256-vm90p 2480 1270272 2994 635136 5474

hw256-vm95p 2583 1323008 3097 661504 5680

hw256-vm98p 2619 1341440 3133 670720 5752

hw256-vm99p 2678 1371648 3192 685824 5870

Previous PBFVMC

HW VMS Vars Constr Vars Constr

hw512-vm25p 1432 1467392 2458 733696 3890

hw512-vm50p 2771 2838528 3797 1419264 6568

hw512-vm75p 4035 4132864 5061 2066432 9096

hw512-vm85p 4431 4538368 5457 2269184 9888

hw512-vm90p 4745 4859904 5771 2429952 10516

hw512-vm95p 5068 5190656 6094 2595328 11162

hw512-vm98p 5319 5447680 6345 2723840 11664

hw512-vm99p 5402 5532672 6428 2766336 11830

Constraints. Formulas are solved by a generic PB solver,
avoiding the need to write specific algorithms. The use of
a generic PB solver benefits our approach as improvements
in PB solving are incorporated in the solvers, these formulas
automatically becomes easier to solve.

Results described in this paper shows a break through in the
generated formulas, follow experimental results, by removing
equal constraints, non-linear constraints and cutting in half
the number of variables we can identify an increase of 4
times in the size of the hardware and virtual machines coded
in the formulas being solved and 7 time bigger in terms of
PB constraints. Also experiments shows that with PBFVMC
solvers spend most the running time dedicated to optimize the
formula while in the previous formulation most of the time are
spent trying to decide whether the formula is satisfiable.

Although optimum could not be proved for bigger formulas
a work on the formulation will continue to achieve formulas
that are easier to solve, also we will start to work on the PB
solvers to improve performance when running these formulas
to achieve optimum results in bigger formulas.
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